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Living with the Flintstones !











Can you walk like an Egyptian?















Well done!













What are the strengths and weaknesses of 
Primary History within the school?

Strengths Weaknesses



Strengths and weaknesses of Primary 
History within the school

Strengths 
• History content links to cross curricular themes 

and key literacy texts

• Children are engaged by the use of entertaining 
resources and creative activities

• Feedback is given on children’s work

• Timelines are displayed in each classroom

• Black History Month is celebrated each year

• The headteacher wants to motivate the mainly 
white children of the working class council estate 
the school serves.

Weaknesses 
• The status of foundation subjects like history within the school is low. The school 

puts too much confidence in a past `outstanding` OFSTED judgement. The 
budget and time allocation for subject leadership have been cut.

• The commercial scheme adopted by the school leaves significant gaps in 
coverage of National Curriculum requirements

• Links to cross curricular themes are sometimes weak and tenuous

• The actual history content within some themes is very superficial

• Too often tasking and feedback are based on literacy rather than history 
objectives

• Tasking and activities sometimes prioritise entertainment value over rigorous 
learning. They may reinforce misconceptions about the past

• Classroom timelines promote misconceptions about the past

• Diversity in the Primary History Curriculum is restricted to Black History Month



Questions for reflection

• How might you prioritise what to do if you were the subject leader?

• How might you tackle the issue of teaching and resources 
unintentionally fostering or reinforcing misconceptions about the 
past?

• How might you ensure that planning becomes more rigorous?

• How might you ensure that assessment became more subject 
specific?

• How might you address introducing more diverse content?

• How might you handle the politics of the school SLT?



1915 
Moved to 
Pine Level

1929 Left 
school



Neolithic Period of 
the Stone Age 4,300 

BCE

Iron Age 700 BCE

Bronze Age 2,500 BCE













Two curriculum lenses of historical 
knowledge

•Substantive knowledge (content) –
breadth, balance, sequencing, depth and 
rigour 
•Disciplinary Knowledge (second order 
concepts) – major concepts that shape how 
history is organised or thought about as a 
subject e.g. cause and consequence



What is substantive knowledge or content?



KS1 Content 
• changes within living memory. Where appropriate, these should be 

used to reveal aspects of change in national life

• events beyond living memory that are significant nationally or 
globally [for example, the Great Fire of London, the first aeroplane 
flight or events commemorated through festivals or anniversaries]

• the lives of significant individuals in the past who have contributed to 
national and international achievements. Some should be used to 
compare aspects of life in different periods [for example, Elizabeth I 
and Queen Victoria, Christopher Columbus and Neil Armstrong etc

• significant historical events, people and places in their own locality.



KS2 Content
• changes in Britain from the Stone Age to the Iron Age 

• the Roman Empire and its impact on Britain

• Britain’s settlement by Anglo-Saxons and Scots

• the Viking and Anglo-Saxon struggle for the Kingdom of England to 
the time of Edward the Confessor

• a local history study

• a study of an aspect or theme in British history that extends pupils’ 
chronological knowledge beyond 1066

British 
Core 
Study 
Units
Stone 
Age to 
1066

Usually in 
Year 5/6



KS2 Content

• the achievements of the earliest civilizations – an overview of where 
and when the first civilizations appeared and a depth study of one of 
the following: Ancient Sumer; The Indus Valley; Ancient Egypt; The 
Shang Dynasty of Ancient China 



KS2 Content

• Ancient Greece – a study of Greek life and achievements and their 
influence on the western world

• a non-European society that provides contrasts with British history –
one study chosen from: early Islamic civilization, including a study of 
Baghdad c. AD 900; Mayan civilization c. AD 900; Benin (West Africa) 
c. AD 900-1300.





The main enquiry question 
is………………………………………

Key knowledge/learning 
from each lesson 
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Substantive concepts explored this term 
highlight: Empire, Civilization, Migration , 
War, Trade, Tax, Religion, Monarchy 

Disciplinary concepts explored this term 
highlight: Cause and Consequence, Change 
and Continuity, Similarity and Difference, 
Historical Interpretations, Significance, 
Handling Evidence

My curiosity questions- add a question 
after each lesson
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

A blank outline map of the area/region. 
Add details after each lesson

Vocabulary we will need to use and 
understand 

Glossary- add the definition against 
the word once you have discovered 
the meaning

Timeline- add dates after each lesson



Sample medium term plan on the Stone Age

• How do we know that Stone Age people and dinosaurs never lived at 
the same time?

• What can cave paintings tell us about how Stone Age people lived?

• Why did Stone Age people start to farm if it made their lives harder?

• How much can we trust the Horrible Histories programmes when they 
make Stone Age people seem funny and stupid? 



How do we know that Stone Age people and 
dinosaurs never lived at the same time?









What can cave paintings tell us about how 
Stone Age people lived?

They hunted wild 
aurochs? 

There were 
Horses in the 
Stone Age

Did they have 
deer or elk?

Hunters had bows and 
arrows



What can cave paintings tell us about how Stone 
Age people lived? Mark scheme

• Working above expected standard

Pupil clearly identifies individual features from within the cave painting and links them to 
specific, mostly accurate suggestions as to what these might be. May include an element of 
doubt or lack of certainty about links or inferences that have been made.

• Working at expected standard

Pupil identifies some features within the cave painting and makes suggestions as to what 
they might be or what they might prove. 

• Working towards expected standard

Pupil identifies a single feature or some features within the cave painting. Some 
links or suggestions may be made but these may be weak, completely inaccurate or 
may not have been made at all



Why did Stone Age people start to farm if it 
actually made their life harder?

Life became harder because;

• Growing crops, herding animals and maintaining permanent settlements 
required more labour than hunting and gathering

• Life expectancy fell- Sickness and disease spread more easily because 
waste and sewage piled up and contaminated food and water supplies -
sickness and disease could spread more easily because more people lived 
together in one place

• Permanent settlements could encourage conflict and violence over 
territory



1. Populations rose.
Farming was the only way of 

producing enough food to feed 
the growing number of people.

2. People had leisure time.
This gave them more time to 

experiment with other ways of 
producing food, such as growing 

crops.

3. Feasting
It became important as a way 
of gathering people together 

and of showing off an 
abundance of food. Only 

farming could produce enough 
food for feasting and crops for 

the production of alcohol.

4. Religion
Certain crops might have been 

grown to honour gods and to be 
used in worship. Animals might 

have been kept for sacrifice.  

5.Accident 
Some people noticed that certain 
berries and cereals grew well in 
particular places. A few people 

started farming and the idea 
spread

6. Farming produced more food
Farming supplemented hunting 

and foraging, eventually 
replacing it as a more efficient 

form of production. 



How much can we trust the Horrible Histories 
programmes about the Stone Age? 

The all purpose stone age tool set 
includes sharp stone, sharp stone, 

sharp stone...



I’m sure you’ve heard the Stone Age occurred,
For two and a half million years.
But there’s more of Stone Age to engage,
Than maybe it first appears.

Dinosaurs, Neanderthals,
Let’s make this clearer.
Didn’t live together,
Came from different eras.
That’s not all I can tell you,
So much more to be known.
About the many phases,
In the ages of stone.

It’s fine to define,
An era Palaeolithic.
But you’re gonna have to be,
A little more specific.
Do you mean lower,
When ancient beings first used tools?
Or middle Palaeolithic,
When Neanderthal ruled?

That’s when Homo sapiens,
Starts to emerge.
But just in Africa,
It’s long before the global surge.
Not till upper Palaeolithic,
Forty thousand years ago.
Did Neanderthal and Homo sapiens say hello,
Neanderthal and Homo sapi,
Living in caveman harmony.

Language was invented,
Cave painting art.
Then Palaeolithic ended,
Which meant the start.
Of phase two-be-doo-be-doo-wap

This is where it starts to,
Get all scientific.
Palaeolithic’s followed by,
The era Mesolithic.
Then Neanderthals are wiped out,
By the ice age – horrific!
After which the Neolithic age,
Was terrific.

Man learned to farm,
Built homes so they could 
settle.
Then some other folks turned 
up,
And they discovered metal.
Beaker men from Europe,
Found bronze and outgrown.
The simple and traditional 
ways of stone.





What is the difference between an original 
source and an historical interpretation?

•Original sources of evidence date from the 
time of an event, person or period

•Historical interpretations date from after 
the time of an event , person or period, 
reflecting on it or them. 



Interpretations are any reflections on the past from 
after the time ranging from academic to popular



“Interpretations combine fact, fiction imagination and point of 
view”.

T MaCaleavy

“When the main focus of children’s work is on how people in 
later times have reconstructed and presented the past”.

M.Riley

What are the characteristics of teaching 
historical interpretations?



Fact

Fiction/Imagination

Point of View



How much can we trust the Horrible Histories 
programmes about the Stone Age?

1 2 3 4 5

Completely A bit Not at all



How much can we trust the Horrible Histories 
programmes about the Stone Age?

On the one hand……………………………….. On the other hand……………………………

Overall, I think that………………………………………………………………..



How accurate is my evacuees dairy?

• My dairy is accurate because I included this 
information…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

• I know this information is accurate 
because………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………..

• I made these things up………………………………………………………………………

• I included these because…………………………………………………………………..



https://www.history.org.uk/primary/module/87
49/local-significant-individuals/9878/london








